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 THE HONORABLE AIMÉE SUTTON 

Noted for Hearing: March 22, 2018 at 11:00 a.m. 

With Oral Argument 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

 

IN AND FOR KING COUNTY 

 

KRIS HARDIE, individually and on behalf of all 

others similarly situated, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

BEST PARKING LOT CLEANING INC., a 

Washington Corporation,  

Defendant. 
 

  

NO.  17-2-27730-4 KNT 
 

 

SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION 

OF DANIEL CAIRNS IN SUPPORT 

OF PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR 

PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

 

I, DANIEL CAIRNS, declare and say as follows: 

1. I am an attorney at Rekhi & Wolk, P.S., one of Plaintiff’s counsel in this 

matter. 

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Declaration of 

Rebecca Craig in Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment with my 

annotations, indicating hearsay by highlighting those sections of her declaration. 

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of an email between 

Angela MacNeil and Ramona Christensen-Russell at the Department of Labor & Industries. 
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4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of the 

Deposition of Rebecca Craig taken on September 11, 2018. Ms. Craig was designated by 

Defendant as Defendant’s 30(b)(6) deponent. 

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of 

Defendant’s employee handbook. This handbook was produced by Defendants in discovery. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 

foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration was executed in Seattle, Washington, on 

the 18th day of March, 2019. 

       /s/ Daniel Cairns, WSBA #49950    

Daniel Cairns, WSBA #49950 
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SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DANIEL CAIRNS IN SUPPORT OF 

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

EXHIBIT 1: ANNOTATED DECLARATION OF REBECCA CRAIG 
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HON. AIMEE SUTTON 
Hearing Date/Time: March 22, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. 

With Oral Argument Requested 

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON IN AND FOR KING COUNTY 

8 KRIS HARDIE, individually and on behalf of ) 
all others similarly situated, ) 

9 ) 
Plaintiffs, ) 

10 ) 
V. ) 

11 ) 
BEST PARKING LOT CLEANING INC., a ) 

12 Washington Corporation, ) 
) 

13 Defendant. ) 
) 

14 ) 

15 REBECCA CRAIG declares as follows: 

No. 17 2 27730 4 KNT 

SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION 
OF REBECCA CRAIG 

16 I am fully authorized and competent to be a witness as to all statements contained in this 

17 Declaration and make these statements based upon my own personal knowledge. 

18 I am the President of Defendant Best Parking Lot Cleaning Inc. and have been at all times 

19 material to this lawsuit. 

20 The majority of the work that plaintiff Kris Hardie did while an employee of Best Parking 

21 was on the public works project for the widening of I-405. Public works projects require the 

22 contractor and subcontractors to pay their employees what the Department of Labor & Industries 

23 has determined are the prevailing wages for a particular classification of workers on the job. 

24 When Best Parking subcontracted for work on the project, the contractor provided a list of 

25 job classifications, along with respective prevailing wage rates, for all of the workers who would 

26 
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I be involved in the contract. Those classifications and rates are approved by the Department of 

2 Labor & Industries before the subcontractor is hired. 

3 Once the subcontract was awarded to Best Parking, it filed Statements of Intent to Pay 

4 Prevailing Wage with the Department of Labor & Industries. True and correct copies of the Intents 

5 for the I-405 project are attached as Exhibit A. 

6 Those Intents identify the classifications of the workers that Best Parking, as subcontractor, 

7 would employ on the project. The Department of Labor & Industries Industrial Statistician 

8 approves those Intents. The agency administering the contract cannot make any payments until 

9 those Intents have been approved by the industrial statistician. 

I 0 As shown in the Intents, Best Parking employed workers classified as Truck Driver- Other 

11 (the classification for drivers of the type of truck operated by Mr. Hardie), Power Equipment 

12 Operator (drivers of much larger Vactor, eductor trucks also called "super suckers") and laborers. 

13 The Department of Labor & Industries approved each of the Intents submitted by Best Parking on 

14 the I-405 project. 

15 During the course of the contract, Best Parking paid its employees based on the 

16 classifications and rates identified in the Intents. 

17 When the project was completed, Best Parking submitted Affidavits of Payment to the 

18 Department of Labor & Industries. True and correct copies of those Affidavits for the I-405 project 

19 are attached as Exhibit B. Like the Intents, the Affidavits must be approved by the industrial 

20 statistician. The agency administering the contract may not release final retainage until all 

21 contractors have submitted their Affidavits. These Affidavits were approved by the Department 

22 of Labor & Industries as shown on the front page. 

23 After Mr. Hardie filed a prevailing wage complaint with the Department of Labor & 

24 Industries, investigator Angela MacNeil served a subpoena upon Best Parking. A true and correct 

25 
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1 copy of that Subpoena is attached as Exhibit C. The documents requested under that subpoena 

2 included: 

3 1. Complete certified payroll records for the entire project; 
2. Unredacted timecards for all employees on the project and for the full duration of the 

4 project; 
3. Copies ofunredacted payroll checks (front and back) verifying payment of payroll on 

5 the project; 
4. Copies of unredacted employee pay statements; 

6 5. Copies of any and all 4-10 agreements executed forthe project; 
6. Copies of any and all contracts to which Best Parking Lot Cleaning Inc. has privity 

7 related to the public work contract referenced above, and; 
7. Complete and unredacted copies of any and all keys to, or glossary of, or any other 

8 description used to interpret codes used on timecards and/or other records useful in 
identifying the scope( s) of work performed by each worker, and the payments made to 

9 the worker(s). 
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Best Parking complied with the subpoena by providing all of the records requested. Those records 

were for all employees on the I-405 project, not just Mr. Hardie. The pay records submitted to 

the Department of Labor & Industries in response to its subpoena showed the number of hours 

worked by each employee and the hourly rates used to calculate their compensation. 

After the Department of Labor & Industries completed its investigation, it determined that 

some additional compensation was owed to the employees who worked on the I-405 project. The 

investigator's determination included a list of all of those employees and the amounts that it 

concluded was owed to them. A true and correct copy of that determination is attached Exhibit D. 

Best Parking paid each of the employees listed in the determination the amounts that the 

Department of Labor & Industries concluded was owed to them. It is my understanding that the 

Department of Labor & Industries obtained releases from each of the employees who received 

payments from Best Parking. 

The truck-mounted sweeper trucks and the larger Vactor, super sucker, trucks used by Best 

Parking on prevailing wage jobs do not deliver materials to the jobsites. I have had many 

discussions and written communications with representatives of the Department of Labor & 

Industries regarding the correct payment of prevailing wage to Best Parking employees. Based on 

those communications, it is my understanding that Best Parking is required to pay prevailing wage 
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I to its employees only during the period of time after they arrive on the jobsite until they complete 

2 their work. For Mr. Hardie and the other operators of the truck-mounted sweepers and the other 

3 employees who operated the larger Vactor trucks, that includes time until they dump the load of 

4 debris they removed from the construction site. 

5 Based upon the information provided to me by the Department of Labor & Industries, it is 

6 my understanding that time spent by the driver doing a pre-trip inspection on the type of trucks we 

7 have before leaving the Best Parking facility is not considered mobilization so it is not part of the 

8 prevailing wage work. Therefore, it is paid at the employee's rate for the non-public works work 

9 they perform. The same is true for travel time to the jobsite. The trucks that Best Parking drivers 

I 0 operate do not deliver material to the jobsite. 

11 The debris collected by the Best Parking trucks on the job site is treated as construction 

12 material which is why we pay prevailing wage after the drivers leave the jobsite up until the time 

13 they dump the debris. Based upon information provided to me by the Department of Labor & 

14 Industries, it is my understanding that after the driver dumps the debris, the travel time back to the 

15 shop and any time spent cleaning the truck or otherwise preparing it for the next shift is not 

16 considered part of public works and therefore, is not subject to the prevailing wage rate. Best 

17 Parking paid Mr. Hardie and other drivers pursuant to these rules established by the Department 

18 of Labor & Industries. 

19 As part of its investigation of Mr. Hardie's complaint, the Department of Labor & 

20 Industries, through its investigator Angela MacNeil, looked into the issue of whether the Truck 

21 Driver - Other classification was correct for Mr. Hardie or if, as Mr. Hardie claimed, he should be 

22 paid as a Power Equipment Operator. 

23 Prevailing wage rates on public works jobs align closely with wages paid to unionized 

24 employees working in various trades. The nature of the work performed by a particular worker is 

25 important because it impacts which union has jurisdiction. 
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For example, in Article XIII of the Construction Site Jurisdictional Agreement between the 

2 International Brotherhood of Teamsters and International Union of Operating Engineers, where 

3 sweeper equipment is attached to a truck, it is recognized as within the jurisdiction of the 

4 Teamsters. Under Article XVI of that agreement, the operation of vacuum trucks and machines 

5 of a similar nature, including but not limited to the operation of "Super Suckers," is recognized as 

6 the jurisdiction of the operating engineers. Super suckers are also called Vactor or eductortrucks. 

7 During her investigation of Mr. Hardie's prevailing wage complaint, Ms. MacNeil asked 

8 me for more specific information regarding the type of truck operated by Mr. Hardie. He drove 

9 only a truck-mounted sweeper, not a super sucker. 

10 On October 26, 2015, I spoke with Ms. MacNeil regarding the classification of Mr. Hardie 

11 as a Truck Driver - Other. Attached as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of an email string 

12 related to that conversation. It includes my statement that Truck Driver - Other is claimed by the 

13 Teamsters as a truck-mounted sweeping unit. I included a picture of the truck mounted sweeping 

14 unit operated by Mr. Hardie. 

15 I followed that email shortly after with another picture of the Vactor, super sucker trucks 

16 owned by Best Parking. As I explained to Ms. MacNeil in that email, Mr. Hardie has never driven 

17 one of those units, nor is he trained to drive one. 

18 As stated in my previous declarations, the Department of Labor & Industries concluded 

19 that was the correct classification and that Mr. Hardie was paid the wage rate appropriately. 

20 Attached as Exhibit Fis a true and correct copy of Ms. MacNeil's October 28, 2015 email to me 

21 in which she thanked me for the photos and stated that she had obtained a detailed history regarding 

22 the scope of work from the L&I central office. She also stated, "I understand that the classification 

23 falls under Truck Driver - Other and that this is the agreement that was reached between the 

24 Teamsters and the Operating Engineers Union. So I believe this classification issue is now 

25 settled." 
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1 Ms. MacNeil reiterated that Truck Driver - Other was the correct classification in a 

2 December 31, 2015 email to me, a true and correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit G, The 

3 email states, "When I first received this claim it started as (1) misclassification of work performed. 

4 He was being paid as Truck Driver - Other and Kris believed that it should be paid as Power 

5 Equipment Operator. That issue was resolved, Truck Driver other is the correct classification of 

6 work." 

7 Attached as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of information from Best Parking Lot's 

8 website that describes the truck mounted broom sweeper trucks we use and the services that Best 

9 Parking provides with those units. Those services include street sweeping, freeway sweeping and 

10 construction site cleanup. That is the work that Mr. Hardie did while employed at Best Parking. 

11 The information on Broom Sweepers was true during the class period and is true today. 

12 Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of a printout from our website with information 

13 regarding Vactors and eductors. That information applies throughout the class period. These are 

14 the very large vacuum units also referred to as "super suckers." The operations that Best Parking 

15 provides with these units are listed in this exhibit. Mr. Hardie did not operate a Vactor truck or 

16 perform any of these services while employed by Best Parking. 

17 The photo of the Best Parking truck shown in Exhibit 19 to the Declaration of Daniel Cairns 

18 is ofa truck mounted sweeper. It is not a Vactor/eductor or a "super sucker." 

19 The Department's investigation, according to its determination, also included the question 

20 of whether Mr. Hardie and the other drivers were paid the appropriate rate for time spent working 

21 before and after they were at the construction site. Except for the additional amounts owed, the 

22 Department of Labor & Industries advised me that the payments were correct. 

23 Under the prevailing wage requirements, an employee is eligible for overtime pay on a 

24 public works project for work in excess of 8 hours per day unless the employee and employer enter 

25 into a 4/10 agreement. Best Parking uses 4/10 agreements with its employees who perform public 
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works jobs. The form that we use was provided to us by the Department of Labor & Industries. 

The 4/10 agreement is included in Best Parking's Employee Handbook. The employee 

signs and dates their acknowledgement of receipt of the handbook on the same day they sign the 

4/10 agreement. Best Parking's employee's sign additional 4/10 agreements on at least an annual 

basis. 

Approximately half of Best Parking's work is on private, non-prevailing wage jobs. 

Employees are paid less on those jobs than on the public works, prevailing wage jobs. If an 

employee elected not to sign a 4/10 agreement, he or she would still be eligible to work on the 

private jobs. 

In response to the subpoena issued by the Department of Labor & Industries in Mr. Hardie's 

wage complaint, Best Parking provided copies of 4/10 agreements for all of the employees working 

on the I-405 project. Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of the 4/10 Agreement signed by Mr. 

Hardie that shows the name of that project. 

Ms. MacNeil never advised me that the 4110 agreements using the Department of Labor & 

Industries' form were not in compliance with the applicable statute and rules pertaining to 4/10 

agreements. In fact, no one from the Department of Labor & Industries or anyone else before Mr. 

Hardie has ever suggested to me that the 4/10 agreements did not meet the requirements. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Washington that the 

foregoing statements are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

Dated at Tacoma, Washington this_/,~/_,-
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MacNeil Angela LNI

From Christensen Russell Ramona LNI

Sent Friday October 16 2015 103 PM

To MacNeil Angela LNI

Subject RE Classification

Attachments 2010 scopes for rulemakingpdf

OK as it is construction related then it falls to the last
part of this scope as shown below

and would be under POE

Work performed under this scope does not include Sweeping work necessary and in conjunction with a

public works construction project to maintain and keep streets or similar surfaces clear of debris or the clean-up

of streets or similar surfaces necessary during and after a public works construction project and prior to

acceptance Operation of street sweeping equipment during and after a public works construction project would

fall under the classification of Operating engineers equipment operators WAC 296-127-01354 and operation

of hand held or backpack air blowers or hand sweeping would fall under the classification of Laborers WAC

296-127-01344

Classifications

Equipment operators riding type

Power brooms

Power vacuums

Power blowers

Power washers

Again Dave and Ann along with Nathan felt that Truck DriverOther Trucks could

perform this work as long as it was not an off road
type

of broom Best calls the road

licensed sweeper a Truck Mounted Pick Up Sweeper That is why we processed Intent and

Affidavit forms with that classification However I know that Jim believes that it is a

Power Equipment Operator which is what we had told contractors in past years before

Dave and Ann came to LI We may need to get Jim involved in re-educating this

industry like we did for vactor trucks so that everyone can be on the same page The

problem is that the draft Truck Driver scope attached seems to allow these sweepers and

that is what we have been told by this industry The Industrial Statisticians chose not to

pursue this discrepancy between the proposed rule and the
existing one for

sweepers
in

previous years
If feel we need a solid voice in this matter so that we are not all over the

place with scopes when talking about this work

Ramona Christensen Russell

Industrial Relations Specialist

Department ofLabor Industries

Request ID 119925 Installment 02 Page 002041



Prevailing Wage Program

P 0 Box 44540

Olympia WA 98504-4540

Telephone 360 902-5056

Facsimile 360 902-5300

From MacNeil Angela LNI

Sent Friday October 16 2015 1243 PM

To ChristensenRussell Ramona LNI

Subject RE Classification

I should have said that this is construction work itaposs clean up on 1-405

From ChristensenRussell Ramona LNI
Sent Friday October 16 2015 1242 PM

To MacNeil Angela LNI

Subject RE Classification

The nature of the work that is being performed is determinative in applying a scope of

work Thus most of their non construction work comes under the Street Sweeper job

classification when using a sweeper truck and not a vactoreducator type of vehicle

WAC 296-127-01393

Street sweepers nonconstruction

For the purpose of the Washington state public works law chapter 3912 RCW street sweepers perform

cleaning or sweeping work under a public works maintenance contract that requires the use of power brooms

sweepers power vacuums power blowers or power washers This work includes but is not limited to

The cleaning or sweeping of streets roads fire lanes parking lots school grounds campus streets game

courts and similar paved surfaces and other nonroadway surfaces or locations on or adjacent to schools office

complexes parks and similarpublicly owned or maintained facilities or locations

Driving a street sweeping vehicle to clean streets parking lots and other similar surfaces of debris

Incidental hand sweeping or backpack air blowing may be required in tight areas where the sweeper brooms

cannot reach Fills vehicle water tanks and operates the controls to activate rotary brushes and water spray

nozzles to facilitate debris collection cleaning and in order to control dust Disposes of waste material

Performs minor vehicle maintenance of the
sweeper by cleaning it checking fluids and tire pressure

The cleaning work covered by this
scope

is limited to a maintenance contract for the cleaning of streets or

similar exterior surfaces

Work performed under this scope
does not include Sweeping work necessary and in conjunction with a

public works construction project to maintain and keep streets or similar surfaces clear of debris or the clean-up

of streets or similar surfaces
necessary during and after a public works construction project and prior to

acceptance Operation
of street sweeping equipment during and after a public works construction project would

fall under the classification of Operating engineers equipment operators WAC 296-127-01354 and operation

of hand held or backpack air blowers or hand sweeping would fall under the classification of Laborers WAC
296-127-01344

Classifications

Equipment operators riding type

2
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Power brooms

Power vacuums

Power blowers

Power washers

Statutory Authority Chapter 3912 RCW and RCW 4322270 WSR 07-01-078 296-127-01393 filed 121906

effective 2107

As this
scope provides if it is work related to cleaning up after a construction project chip

sealing grindings etc it would fall under Power Equipment Operator Operating

Engineers While Dave and Ann were here they allowed much of this work to fall under

Truck DriverOther Trucks However Jim has maintained adherence to the above scope

which clearly states how this work is divided up according to the type of project

Hope that helps

Ramona Christensen Russell

Industrial Relations Specialist

Department ofLabor Industries

Prevailing Wage Program

PO Box 44540

Olympia WA 98504-4540

Telephone 360 902-5056

Facsimile 360 902-5300

From Pearson Reasa L LNI

Sent Friday October 16 2015 753 AM

To Christensen Russell Ramona LNI

Subject FW Classification

FYI the truck Angie is looking at from Best Parking Lot

Thanks

Raposeadet 47eevaos

Industrial Relations Specialist

Department of Labor Industries

Prevailing Wage Program

PO Box 44540

Olympia WA 98504-4540

360-902-5331
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ReasaPearsonLniwagov

Prevailing wage answers are fact specific and any changes to the facts can change the answers

From MacNeil Angela LNI
Sent Wednesday October 14 2015 1218 PM

To Pearson Reasa L LNI

Subject Classification

Reasa

Iaposm hoping that you can help me determine the correct classification for a worker performing duties using this vehicle

The complaint that I have is for Best Parking Lot Cleaning Inc I was reviewing other PW complaints regarding this

company and it appears there is a determination from 2010 where they have claimed in a previous investigation

Shawnaposs
HUB 2365 to be using to establish rates Any guidance you can give me on this would be greatly appreciated

Thank You

Best Parking Lot Cleaning Incaposs fleet of street and air vacuum sweepers

4
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High dump allows for dumping directly into dump trucks or dumpsters

Heavier debris pick up

Grindings Millings

Chip Seal

Erosion Control

PrePost paving

Homeowners Associations

Construction Site Clean Up

Angela MacNeil

Prevailing Wage Industrial Relations Agent

950 Broadway Suite 200

Tacoma WA 98402

253-596-3935

Answers contained in this e-mail are based on your facts given If the facts differ from those you provided the answers

may be different
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MacNeil Angela LNI

From MacNeil Angela LNI

Sent Wednesday October 14 2015 1218 PM

To Pearson Reasa L LNI

Subject Classification

Reasa

Iaposm hoping that you can help me determine the correct classification for a worker performing duties using this vehicle

The complaint that I have is for Best Parking Lot Cleaning Inc I was reviewing other PW complaints regarding this

company and it appears there is a determination from 2010 where they have claimed in a previous investigation

Shawnaposs HUB 2365 to be using to establish rates Any guidance you can give me on this would be greatly appreciated

Thank You

Best Parking Lot Cleaning Incaposs fleet of street and air vacuum sweepers

1
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High dump allows for dumping directly into dump trucks or dumpsters

Heavier debris pick up

Grindings Millings

Chip Seal

Erosion Control

PrePost paving

Homeowners Associations

Construction Site Clean Up

Angela MacNeil

Prevailing Wage Industrial Relations Agent

950 Broadway Suite 200

Tacoma WA 98402

253-596-3935

Answers contained in this e-mail are based on your facts given If the facts differ from those you provided the answers

may be different
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EXHIBIT 3: 30(B)(6) DEPOSITION OF REBECCA CRAIG 

 



IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
                IN AND FOR KING COUNTY

KRIS HARDIE and TY BUFANDA,
individually and on behalf
of all others similarly
Situated,

          Plaintiffs,

v.                          Case No. 17-2-27730-4 KNT

BEST PARKING LOT CLEANING,
INC., a Washington Corporation,

          Defendant.
_____________________________________________________

DEPOSITION OF

                                        REBECCA CRAIG

                                             TAKEN ON
                          TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2018
                                            9:47 A.M.

                   VANDERBERG JOHNSON AND GANDARA LLP
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1       A.   Wherever --

2 Q.   What are the options?

3       A.   The -- it's what the customer wants. Sometimes the

4  customer has us dump on site, sometimes they might have

5  satellite yards, sometimes they might tell us to haul it off

6  back to our facility.  Just depends.

7 Q.   Okay.  What's the procedure if somebody misses a

8 rest break, a driver?

9       A.   Misses a rest break?

10 Q.   Yes.

11       A.   Your ten-minute rest break?

12 Q.   Yes.

13       A.   Well, they're required to take them.  It's

14  mandatory, so --

15 Q.   Has a driver ever missed a ten-minute rest break?

16       A.   No.

17 Q.   Okay.  So nobody has ever talked to you or

18 complained to you, "I missed a rest break"?

19       A.   Never.

20 Q.   And you don't have any reason -- and you believe

21 that -- that during the from October of 2014 until today,

22 not a single driver has ever missed a rest break.

23 Is that right?

24       A.   That's right.

25 Q.   And what makes that -- what draws that -- how do
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~ • If you are not on the schedule It does not mean you wlll not work that day. A large 

'- percentage of our work Is called In the same day so drivers must be available at the 
·phone number we have for you. If you are going to leave your house you will need t<> 
have a cell phone on you. 

• The weekend schedule wlll be posted In advance as far as If you wlll have to work or raot. 
If you are" on-call" for a weekend you wlll most llkely have to work so please keep 
yourself avallable. If you do not have a signed "Time off request'' you are considered 

available for work. 

• If you have· any questions about the schedule or have··any problems with a job that must 
be addressed lmmedlate'ly you can call the dispatcher at 251~863·3330. 

• We try to dlSt:rfbc:rte hburs as evenly as possllile. We Cio appreciate your patience whan 
It Is slow an·d your hard work when It Is busy. Our goat Is to glve all our employees 40 

hours or more. 

Rest and Meal Periods 

All nonexempt employees receive a 10 minute paid rest break for each four hours of 
working time. Ideally, a break will occur near the midpoint of each four hour work period, but 
travel time to, or between jobs constitutes a break for non-drivers. Break periods shall not be 

used to extend a lunch period, work overtime, or leave early. If you have down time on your 

paperwork a break will be taken from your time. 

Nonexempt employees working more than five hours should take a meal break two to 

five hours into their shift. The normal meal break is a 30 minute unpaid period. You are 

required to clock out during this period to maintain a<.:curate time records. If you work three or 
more hours of overtime beyond your scheduled shift, you should have an additional unpaid 

meat period either before or during your overtime period. 

Overtime and Time Reporting 

According to the RCW 49.28.065, employers may enter into an agreement with 

their employees to work up to ten hours per day, four days per week, before overtime is paid. 

Recognizing that there may be days when a full ten hours of work is not available, the 

remainder of the forty hours may be made up on another work day or days within the same 

work week. All hours over forty hours will be paid at time and one-half. 

In signing the Employee Handbook you will agree that you have read and understand that it is 

the policy of Best Parking Lot Cleaning Inc. to work up to ten hours per day, four days per 

-, week, before overtime is paid. 
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